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STATE OF UTAH'S PETITION FOR REVIEW OF LBP-03-08

The State petitions the Commission, pursuant to 10 CF.R S 2.786, for review of the Board's

May22, 2003 Partial Initial Decision, LBP-03-08, _ NRC_ (2003) (hereinafter "PID") ruling in

favor the Applicant on all issues raised by the State in Contention Utah L/QQ (Geotechnical). The

State believes the Board's flawed rationale upholding PFS's facility design is a setback to earthquake

engineering, but because the record and the findings surrounding PFS's facility design are of such

technical complexity, the State does not hold out any hope that the Commission will re-visit those

issues on appeal. The State's petition, therefore, focuses on three issues: (1) PFS's post license soil-

cement testing program and absence of license conditions; (2) exemption from the existing seismic

standard; and (3) the Board's erroneous 10 CFR 5 72.106(b) legal standard relating to accident

duration.

I. SUMMARY OF THE PROCEEDING, ISSUES RAISED, AND THE DECISION
BELOW

Commencing in November 1997 with its original geotechnical contention, Utah L; mounting

various challenges to PFS's request for an exemption from the standard for ascertaining seismic

ground motions; filing new and modified contention Utah QQ, in response to PFS's 2001 seismic

re-evaluation which revealed a thirty-five percent increase in ground motions; and fending off

summary disposition of Utah L, the State has diligently and timely raised the issues that went to
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hearing in summer of 2002. Appendix, References' 1-20. At hearing, the State presented testimony

by six expert witnesses and participated fully in cross examining other parties' witnesses. Refs. 21-41.

Issues that went to hearing involve six major topics: (1) PFS's characterization of the site's

subsurface soils; (2) PFS's proposed use of soil-cement to resist foundation sliding of the storage

pads and Canister Transfer Building; (3) PFS's assumptions about facility behavior which underlie

PFS's seismic design; (4) stability of the casks during a design basis earthquake; (5) exemption from

the long-standing deterministic standard for predicting ground motion in favor of a 2,000-year mean

return period probabilistic one; and (6) radiation dose consequences after a design basis earthquake.

PID at 4. The Board concluded that the casks would not tip over during a design basis seismic

event and even if they did, "the spent fuel canister inside would not break or melt." Id. at 5 and 370.

11. REQUEST FOR COMMISSION REVIEW OF THE BOARD'S ERRONEOUS
DECISION AND ACIrIONS.

A. Post License Deferral of PFS's Program to Test and Evaluate Admixtures to PFS Site
Soil Does Not Satisfy NRC's Licensing Requirements.2

Citical to PFS's ability to meet foundation loadings during a design basis earthquake

("DBE") is PFS's use of cement-treated soil under the storage pads3 and surrounding the Canister

Transfer Building (CIB"). Bartlett/Mitchell Tstmy, Post Tr.11,033 at 4. PFS's precedent-setting

design concept places cement-treated soil on top of relativelysoft clays with the intent that seismic

loads from casks and pads will be transferred horizontally through the cement-treated soils to the

'Filed herewith is a consecutively numbered reference appendix listing relevant documents (cited to
as "Ref.") relating to State-raised geotechnical issues in this proceeding. See Comnmission Order, June 2, 2003.

2This issue is presented in Refs. 8-12; 13 1 C3 (PID at 20-21); 14; 24; 37; 38 ¶¶ 74-135; 39 at 25-40.

3In a layer between the storage pad and the underlying native clay soils, PFS intends to mix a yet to
be determined quantity of Pordand cement with the top layer of excavated soil (silt); glue the cement-treated
soil lifts together, and glue the bottom of those treated soils to the native clays and the top of the treated soils
to the underside of the cement storage pad.
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native clay below. PID j D.11. This was not part of PFS's original seismic design; only later when

PFS discovered that there was a 35% increase in ground motion did it introduce using cement-

treated soil as a mechanism to resist seismic loading. Id. ¶ D.10.

The Commission may only issue a specific ISFSI license upon finding, ter alia, that the

"proposed site complies with the criteria in subpart E [Siting Evaluation Factors]." 10 CF.R 

72.40(a) (2). A siting evaluation factor PFS has the burden of meeting is 10 CF.R. 5 72.102(d),

which states: "Site-specific investigations and laboratory analyses must show that soil conditions are

adequate for the proposed foundation loading."

The Board found acceptable PFS's post licensing intent to conduct further laboratory

analyses, sampling, and field testing to determine what engineered soil cement properties will

support foundation loadings (ie, PFS's soil cement testing program). PID at 46-48. Moreover, the

Board considered the benefits of license conditions but found them unwarranted in this case.4 Id.

In sum, the Board's decision does not enable the Commission to make the required finding under

section 72.40 prior to license issuance.

The Board's erroneous action raises substantial legal, discretionary, and policy questions.

Post-license evaluation of whether PFS's soil cement testing program will prove its design concept'

will truncate the State's hearing rights as there will be no adjudicatory forum in which the State may

challenge the adequacyof PFS's post-license testing program to meet section 72.102(d). Union of

'There are no existing license conditions, such as technical specifications, relating to the design
requirements for the properties PFS's post license soil cement testing program needs to achieve to
demonstrate that those properties will support proposed foundation loading. The only technical specification
applicable to the storage pads and underlying foundations relate to the deceleration of a hypothetical cask
drop and to lift height above the storage pads. PFS LA App. A (Rev. 12), TS -28; Consolidated Safety
Evaluation Report (March 2002) ("ConSER7) (Staff Exh. Q at 19-2 to -3.

5The person responsible for PFS's soil cement program, Paul Trudeau, admitted that only after PFS
has completed its soil cement testing program will PFS have proven its design concept. State Exh. 108 at 81.
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Concemed Scientists v. NRC, 735 F.2d 1457 (D.C Cr. 1984). Instead, acceptability of PFS's testing

program relies on extra legal post-license discretionary Staff evaluation. Moreover, PFS's promises

as to how it wil achieve soil cement properties, and implement that program, are scattered

throughout the licensing process.6 This raises the concem of what promises and material properties

the Staff will evaluate post license and whether those promises are enforceable. S, eg, Private Fuel

Storage. LLC, CLI-00- 13, 52 NRC 23, 32 (2000). Furthermore, should PFS discover post-license

that the soil cement properties do not work as intended and do not support PFS's seismic design,

the NRCs licensing basis will be invalid and arbitrary.

The Board's reliance on Commission precedent - Metropolitan Edison Co. (ree Mile

Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1), ALAB-729, 17 NRC 814 (1983) and the preamble to Part 72 -

as support for allowing post license evaluation and finding license conditions unwarranted is

inapposite. PID at 47. At issue in TMI was whether to allow post license quantification and

reliabilitytesting of emergency diesel generators - generators that had been tested monthly at their

rated capacity. TMI, 17 NRC at 886. It required the Staff to verify procedures that heater loads will

not be reconnected under certain circumstances and to evaluate a reliability test. Id. Unlike the

standard equipment at issue in TNI, PFS's intended use of cement-treated soil for seismic design has

never previously been used to resist foundation sliding; the material must conform to certain

minimum strength lirnits because of Holtec's bounding cask tipover analysis; and there has been no

analysis of whether construction techniques will remold and degrade underlying native soils that are

6PFS's tests, concepts, and promises are variously described in PFS Exh. GGG, in the PFS SAR, in
pre-filed hearing testimony, and in hearing testimonyand cross examination. Moreover, because of
unacceptable test results obtained byPFS's initial contractor, PFS placed its testing program on hold. While
PFS employed Dr. Anwar WLssa - a person knowledgeable in soil cement testing - as a hearing witness, there
is no assurance of the competency of the person who will conduct and implement PFS's program. Dr. Wissa
testified that PFS's soil cement program is adequate if properly implemented. PID ¶ C45. Moreover, the
testing program would need to begin anew if Dr. WLssa were to conduct it because he could not otherwise
vouch for the results. Id.
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expected to absorb the seismic forces.7 Such evaluations will likely involve more than ministerial

action. As for the preamble, the Board takes the Commission's generic statement that ISFSIs are

sinple operations subject to few controversial techniques out of context. Here, PFS's seismic

design,' for a site at which there is the potential for strong ground motion, is unconventional and

unproven and, as evidenced bythe length of the seismic hearing and the Board's findings, involves

controversial techniques.

On a final note, many (but not all) of the issues the State raised could have been resolved if

PFS had completed its soil cenent testing program before the summer 2002 seismic hearings.9

Bartlett/Mitchell Tstmy, Post Tr. 11,033 at 5. The Commission should not endorse a policy that

allows the Applicant to pick and choose which licensing requirements it can put on hold and

conduct post-license. There is no practical reason whyPFS has not yet completed its soil cement

testing program. Id.

Allowing PFS to defer its demonstration that site soils meet foundation loading, failing to

compile PFS's promises into license conditions, permitting Staff extra legal post license discretion,

and endorsing PFS's dilatory practices as a way to evade licensing requirements until after license

issuance, raise substantial legal, discretionary, and policy questions that warrant Cormission review.

B. The Grant of an Exemption to PFS is Unjustified, Contrary to Public Interest and a
Departure from Existing Seismic Standards.10

7Even without disturbance, the site soils have limited capacityto carryloads. PID I D.13.

3PFS's design uses unanchored casks on shallowly embedded foundations with additional seismic
sliding resistance and buttressing provided byan unprecedented use of cement-treated soil. PID I D.4.

9PFS's program, initiated in about March 2001 (State Exh. 108 at 72), was supposed to take 13
months to complete (PFS Exh. GGG). The program has been "on hold" since at least March 2002 for two
reasons: one, because it had lower prioritythan licensing litigation and SAR updates and, two, because PFS
needed expert assistance in evaluating whypreliminarytest results had failed. State Exh. 108 at 71-73.

"0This issue is presented in Refs. 2-7; 13 at ¶ E (PID at 23-25); 19-20; 27; 37; 38 ¶¶ 185-230; and 39 at
101-119.
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The Commission may grant an exemption from the requirements of Part 72 regulations if

the exemption is "authorized by law and will not endanger life or property or the common defense

and security and [is] otherwise in the public interest." 10 CF.R S 72.7. The Board's decision

upholding the grant of an exemption to PFS from NRCs long-standing deterministic standard for

predicting ground motion in favor of a 2,000-year mean return period ("MRP") design basis

earthquake (DBE") using a probabilistic methodology (PSA"') is based on clearly erroneous

findings and conclusions and is contrary to the public interest. PFS requested an exemption from

10 CF.R. S 72.102(f)(l) because the 1.15g (horizontaD and 1.17g (vertical peak ground acceleration,

estimated using a deterministic standard, exceeds the design values in PFS's Safety Analysis Report.

ConSER at 2-34; PID at 12. This issue is ripe for review not only because of the Board's erroneous

action but also because the Commission's proposed rule change, published July22, 2002, specifically

requests comnents on the value of the mean return period earthquake in the range of 2,000 to

10,000 years for ISFSI sites. 67 Fed. Reg. 47,745-55 (2002); PID ¶ F.4.

The Staff rejected PFS's initial 1999 exemption request - to use a PSHA with a 1,000-year

mean return period earthquake' - but in March 2000 the Staff approved PFS's modified 2,000-year

MRP earthquake exemption request. PID I F.5. Staff acceptance of a 2,000-year MRP earthquake

was premiised, in part, on the assertion that the PSHA for the PFS site was "conservative" and on

bracketing the MRP earthquake range between 1,000-years at the low end and 5,000-years at the

high end. The latter comes from the Staff's claim that 5,000-years would be the reference

probability for a safe shutdown earthquake ("SSE") for a hypothetical nuclear power plant ("NPP")

located at the Skull Valleysite. PID ¶5F.84, 104. Much of the contested testimony between the

"1Filed April 2, 1999, PFS's exemption request attempted but failed to come within the rulemaking
plan, SECY-98-126, which set a 1,000-year MRP earthquake for SSCs whose failure would not result in
radiation doses exceeding 10 CF.R S 72.104(a); the MRP earthquake for SSCs whose failure would exceed
section 72.104(a) was set at 10,000 years. PID ¶¶ F.2 and F.5.
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Staff and the State revolves around those two issues. The Staff also relied on the 2,000-year 1994

standard in DOE-STD- 1020 - now superceded to 2,500-years (see State Exh. 207) - and the

previous grant of an exemption to DOE for the storage of spent fuel debris from the TM[ incident

at an ISFSI located at INEEL, Idaho. PID j F.106.

In upholding the rationale used by the Staff, the Board relied on testimony by Staff witness,

John A. Stamatakos and was dismissive of that by Utah witness, WalterJ. Arabasz. Looking at the

credentials of the two witnesses, the evidentiary support for their testimony, and the logic of the

theories they presented, leads to the incontrovertible conclusion that the Board has no rational basis

for its action.

First, Dr. Arabasz is more credentialed and is more knowledgeable on the seismic conditions

in the Intermountain West than the Staff's witness. Dr. Stanatakos, a structural geologist and

geophysicist, received his Ph.D in geology in 1990; he is involved in multi-disciplinary studies at the

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analysis located in San Antonio, Texas. Stamatakos/Cien/

McCann Tstmy, Post Tr. 8,050 at Stamatakos resun. By contrast, Dr. Arabasz has more than 30

years' professional experience in seismology, tectonics and seismic hazard evaluation. State Exh.

123. Since 1977 he has made studying and monitoring earthquakes in Utah (lntermountain West)

the mainstay of his career and he is the long-time Director of the University of Utah Seismograph

Stations. Tr. (Arabasz) at 9,200; State Exh. 123. In addition to service on numerous seismological

national advisory and policy making committees, he has been affiliated, since its inception, with the

US. National Earthquake Hazards Reduction PrograL State Exh. 123. As to the credentials of the

two witnesses, there can be no doubt that Dr. Arabasz's training, experience and intimate knowledge

of the seismic conditions in the Intermountain West, and particularly those in Skull Valley and along

the Wasatch fault, are substantially superior to those of Dr. Stamatakos.
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Second, as to the reference probability for the SSE for a NPP sited in the Intermountain

West,12 Dr. Stamatakos relied on a sample size of five previously licensed NPPs in the western

United States (WUS")" to support his 5,000-year SSE position for the entire WUS, whereas Dr.

Arabasz's scholarly presentation demonstrated a justifiable scientific basis for a 5,000-year reference

probability for sites with steep hazard curves located near tectonic plate boundaries but not for sites

in the Intermountain West. 4 In support of his proposition that a 5,000-year MRP earthquake may

justifiablyapplyonlyat WUS sites with steep hazard curves (such as those located near tectonic plate

boundaries) but not indiscrinminatelyto the entire WUS, Dr. Arabasz relied on the following:

* Staff's acceptance of a 10,000-year MRP as the reference standard for a future NPP at the
INEEL ISFSI site in Idaho. Ref. 38 ¶ 457.

* Even though DOE calculated an average 5,000-year MRP for five NPPs in the WUS,' it
chose 10,000 years - not 5,000 years - as the MRP for the Yucca Mountain DBE. Id. ¶ 458.

* Using Kennedy & Short's approach to measure how much ground motions increase as the
annual probability decreases, Dr. Arabasz showed that of the five WUS sites relied on by Dr.
Stamatakos, three are located near tectonic plate boundaries and have steep hazard curves,
while the other two (Palo Verde and Yucca Mountain) are more like eastern sites. Id. ¶ 459.

* Using the 84th percentile deterministic motions as a proxy for NPP information at non-
coastal western sites, Dr. Arabasz's presentation credibly shows that as you move eastward
from the plate boundaryto Hanford, Palo Verde, Yucca Mountain, INEEL, Los Alamos and
the PFS site, the appropriate SSE reference probability for a NPP would appropriately be
pegged at 1 x 104 (10,000-year NP) - not at 2 x 0-4 (5,000-year MRP). Id. ¶ 460.

12The importance of this issue is that it establishes a legitimate upper DBE benchnark for the PFS
facility. Ref. 38 at ¶¶ 452-53.

"Two of the five NPPs in the survey are located in Califomia, one is in Arizona, and two are in
Washington state. State Exh. 202.

4There is better understanding of earthquake occurrence along the WLJS tectonic plate margins -
theyoccur more frequentlyand, thus, there are more data. Bycontrast, there is sparse information on
controlling faults near the PFS site. For example, the last earthquake occurrence on the Stansbury fault
(about 5 miles from the PFS site) was about 8,000 years ago, and previous to that 15,000 or more years ago.
Not only is there a potential for a large earthquake, it is uncertain whether it will occur tomorrow or a
thousand years hence. Ref. 449.

`Sa State Exh. 202, Table G2.
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After describing the evidence presented, the Board wrote the 5,000-year NPP benchmark

out of consideration by noting: "although the Staff testified to a 5000-year NPP benchmark at the

hearing, the SER only concludes that, because the PFS facility's risk is lower than that of a NPP, the

PFS facility may have a DBE that has a MAPE greater than 1 x 10-4." PID ¶ F.30. This is a gross

distortion of the SER. One of the reasons the Staff found the 2,000-year return value acceptable

was because "analyses of nuclear power plants in the westem United States show that the estimated

average mean annual probability of exceeding the safe shutdown earthquake is 2.0 x 0-4 [5,000-year

MRP] .S. Department of Energy 1997)."16 ConSER at 2-50. The Staff's acceptability finding in

the SER aligns precisely with the unsupportable Stamatakos testimony.

Third, in his attempt to show that the Geomatrix PSAY' for the PFS site was

"conservative,""8 Dr. Stamatakos fallaciously compared disparate methodologies and relied on

generic studies, questionable scientific bases, and unjustifiable assumptions regarding slip tendency

near the PFS site. Relying on his long career in seismic hazard evaluation and in studying and

monitoring earthquakes in Utah, Dr. Arabasz refuted both general concepts Dr. Stamatakos

presented: his slip tendency analysis and a comparison of ground motions at the PFS site with sites

in and around Salt Lake Gty.

Slip Tendency. In an effort to show Geomatrix's PSHA as "conservative," Dr. Stamatakos

"6Ihe DOE referenced document contains the five sites from which Dr. Stamatakos made his
prognosis that a 5,000-year SSE applies indiscrminatelyto the entire WUS. See State Exh 202.

7A PSHA is an enormous undertaking - one that the Staff did not conduct for the PFS site - that
requires an incredible spectrum of parameters and values to be aggregated into the process of calculating the
hazard; central to a well executed PSHA is capturing the technically supportable and legitimate range of
informed opinion representing the whole scientific comnityon specific aspects of the PSH- Ref. 38 ¶
480.

lsUnlike the Staff, PFS did not rely on the Geomatrix PSHA as being "conservative" to justify a
2,000-year DBE. Furthermore, Board reliance on a structural geologist as representative of a range of
informed opinion as a basis for finding Geormatrx's PSHA to be "conservative" is untenable. PID at 98.
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conducted a slip tendency analysis - a modeling technique to assess potential fault activity. As used

by the Staff, the analysis requires as a starting point a specification of the orientation and relative

magnitudes of stresses acting on the local Skull Valley geology. PID I F.123. Unlike the stress state

for the Wasatch front area, the stress state in Skull Valley is unknown. Id. Dr. Stamatakos posited

the stress state in Skull Valley by assuming applicability of regional stress information from

elsewhere, chiefly from GPS data in a paper by Martinez, et al, 1998 id); however, his

extrapolitation of these data invalidates his analysis. First, the Martinez paper does not contain the

value Dr. Stamatakos relied upon - he took the Martinez GPS data and subjectively'tuned his model

to guess at the regional Skull Valleystress state. Ref. 38 482. Second, he ignored evidence

presented in the Geomatrix PSHA for the seismogenic potential of the East fault, namely physical

evidence of surface rupture of late Quatemary deposits by the East fault, in favor of his subjectively

tuned computer model. Id. ¶ 483. Third, Dr. Stamatakos attempts to compare the slip rates on the

Stansburyand East faults with those on the Wasatch fault byinappropriatelyrelying on two '

disparate methodologies (GPS-measured geodetic deformation rates and slip rates measured from

geological displacements). Tr. (Arabasz) at 10,103. Dr. Arabasz presented irrefutable evidence (as

supported by the findings in the Geomatrix PSHA) that the difference in slip rate between the

Wasatch fault and the Stansbury fault is a factor of three - not ten as Dr. Stamatakos insists upon.

Tr. (Arabasz) at 9,878-79; Ref. 39 at 104-05. The Staff's reliance on scientific interpretations plainly

acknowledged by their own authors to be uncertain and comparing disparate methodologies offer no

support that the Geomatrix PSHA is "conservative." See Ref. 38 ¶ 483. The Board's action is

clearlyerroneous. PID at 98, ¶¶F.130-31.

Ground Motion Comparisons: The Board upholds two erroneous comparisons the Staff

made between the PFS site and other Salt Lake Gtysites. PID at 98-99 and I¶ F.97-98. The Staff
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suggests that it will be 1.5 times more likely that 0.5g or greater horizontal peak ground acceleration

(pga") will be exceeded at the PFS site than at Salt Lake Cty sites. See Id. b F.126. Staff uses PFS

site-specific data but for Salt Lake City uses national hazard mapping done on a regional scale from

the USGS National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program Id. Without independently performing

site-specific PSHAs for the two sites, the Staff's inference that Geomatrix's PSHA is conservative, as

compared to generic Salt Lake Cty sites, is pure speculation. Id. Board reliance on this speculative

evidence is reversible error. PID ¶ F.97. In the other comparison, the Staff argues that the 2,000-

year horizontal pga at the PFS site is actually higher than in the 2,500-year horizontal pga at nine

sites in the Salt Lake ValleyI-15 corridor. SeePID ¶F.127. This is also reversible error, the

comparison is not scientificallydefensible because without stripping off the site responses at the PFS

and I- 15 sites, the PSHA comparisons are meaningless. Ref. 38 ¶ 488. A scientificallydefensible

explanation is that the large predicted ground motions at the PFS site are due to the unusual

closeness of the East fault and the controlling earthquakes"' and also due to local site amplification

effects accounted for in Geomatrix's PSIA. Tr. (Arabasz) 10,228-29.

Even though PFS's presentation is not as fundamentally flawed as that of the Staff, its

concepts, nonetheless, severely minimize safety margins on the denand (ie., the earthquake forces)

placed on the capacity (ie., seismic design) of the system. PFS espouses that there are added nargins

in the design because of the codes and standards used in the construction of the casl and the CIB

and, thus, a 2,000-yearDBE is acceptable. PID at 88. However, byplacing less demand on the

system (ie., decreasing ground motions and designing onlyto a 2,000-year DBE), the absolute

19The Stansbury fault (about 5 miles from PFS site) and East fault (dipping under the site) are the two
largest contributors to the total mean hazard at the PFS site for return periods greater than a few hundred
years; the mean maximum magnitudes of these faults are 7.0 and 6.5, respectively. Ref. 38 ¶ 486.
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margins of safety are greatly diminished. Ref. 38 j 536.

Part of the rationale underpinning the Board's acceptance of PFS's design cuts against safety

margins. First, the Board recognizes that PFS has taken a sonewhat unconventional overall

approach to its design and analysis. PID at 52. Second, the Board rationalizes its decision by

declaring there is no governing NRC regulations requiring (a) demonstration through prior use of

the suitability of a proposed design, if it is otherwise found acceptable (id. at 48); (b) soil cement

testing prior to license issuance id. I C67), and (c) soil structure interaction analysis for the design

of the storage pads id. ¶ D.33). Third, whether through design or effect, the Board accepts that if

the casks and pads undergo uncontrolled sliding during an earthquake, this will have a "beneficial

effect" on cask stability. Id. ¶¶ D.17- 18; D.50. Finally, the Board found PFS's analysis conservative,

in part, because the peak magnitude of an earthquake "existls] for only one very brief moment of

time." Id. F.72.

Should the Commission accept any of the positions relied on by the Board, the Staff, or PFS

in support of PFS's exemption allowing it to use a 2,000-year DBE, it will be setting a trail blazing

path - but one that is not based on any actual test data or valid scientific bases, and one that severely

reduces safety margins by relying on concepts contrary to earthquake engineering practices.

Putting aside the Board's erroneous conclusions, the establishment of a design basis

earthquake for an ISFSI involves significant questions of public policy and public interest. There is

no discussion in the PID, in Staff hearing testimony, or the SER, of the section 72.7 public interest

requirement. See ConSER S 2.1.6.2; Stamnatakos/Chen/McCann Tstmy, Post Tr. 8,050. As

described above, certain aspects of the Board's 372 page decision undermine the public interest.

Moreover, the reason for PFS's exemption request is that PFS's facility design cannot meet the
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deterministic seismic qualification under the existing regulation. PID at 12. Thus, there is no public

interest justification in granting PFS's request.

The Board alluded to the Commission's statement that ISFSIs pose a lower radiological risk

than nuclear power plants. PID ¶ F.102. That statement, however, does not in and of itself justify a

five fold decrease from 10,000 years to 2,000 years for an ISFSI DBE. Although reluctant to put

forward a specific number, State witness Dr. Arabasz presented a cogent position for a 4,000-year

MRP earthquake for an ISFSI located in the Intermountain West. Tr. (Arabasz) at 9,205-09. First, a

4,000-year MRP is lower than the SSE reference probability for a NPP located at a site with a steep

hazard curve (generally those near tectonic plate boundaries, such as coastal Califomia). Second, any

precedential value in the grant of an exemption to the TMI-2 ISFSI at INEEL can be reconciled

because that facility is designed to ground motions between a 3,000- to 4,000-year MRP

earthquake. 20 Arabasz Tstmy, Post Tr. 9,098 at 12. Moreover, unlike the commercial PFS venture,

there was a public interest need in storing debris from the TM1 incident.21 Fourth, the NRC would

avoid the public perception that a nuclear facility has a lower DBE than the 2,500-year MRP for

highway bridges or buildings under the Intemational Building Code 2000. Tr. (Arabasz) 9,207-08.

Finally, a comparison of the 40 year operational life of the PFS ISFSI with another Intermountain

West facility - the 100 year operational life pre-closure facility at Yucca Mountain with a 1 x l0-4

MAPE (10,000-year MRP) - would yield a one percent total probability of exceeding the design

'OAt INEEL, the T'M-2 ISFSI is located on the site of an existing higher risk facility, the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant, which was designed to peak horizontal accelerations of 0.36 g. When the TM[-2
ISFSI was constructed, it was also designed to 0.36 g horizontal design value. Tr. (Chen) at 8,184; Arabasz
Tstmy, Post Tr. 9,098 at 12.

21Notably, manyof PFS members are storing or about to store fuel in dry casks at their reactor sites.
See NRC Part 72 ISFSI docket. Also a former state law (applicable to one of PFS members) capping storage
at the Prairie Island ISFSI has recently been lifted. Minnesota HF. 9, (2003 1st Special Session).
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earthquake during each of their lifetines if the PFS ISFSI had a MAPE of about 2.5 x 10-4 (4,000-

year MRP). Arabasz Tstmy, Post Tr. 9,098 at 14; Tr. (Arabasz) at 9,204-09; 10,152-53. The Board's

acceptance of a 2,000 year DBE for the PFS site without any consideration of public interest

warrants Commission review, the Board's action minimizes margins of safety, is not in the public

interest and creates injudicious public policy.

C The Board Erroneously Relied upon Operational Hours for the Duration of an
Accident under the Accident Dose Consequence Standard.'

Central to the Board's decision in favor of PFS is its conclusion that there will be no adverse

radiation consequences if the casks were to tip over during a design basis earthquake. See eg., PID at

5 (even if one or more casks were to tip over, the spent fuel canister inside would not break or

melt"). The Board, however, erroneously interpreted the 5 rem accident dose limit in 10 CF.R. 

72.106(b), as applying only during operational hours at the PFS site. Notably, section 72.104(a) sets

the operational dose limit at 25 mrem. The Board reached its conclusion by relying on testimony by

PFS witnesses - all employees of Holtec located in NewJersey - who have no familiarity with the

PFS site or land use in Skll Valley and by ignoring contrarytestimony on the potential future

residential land use in Skull Valley. CfPID ¶ G.18 vih Tr. (Redmond) 12,081-82; (Donnell)12,578-

82. The Board also ignored the difference in the wording in section 72.104(a) operational conditions

("a real individual") and section 72.106(b) accident conditions (any individual"). In failing to

consider that an individual would be located at the boundary all year, the Board lowered the accident

dose limit at the PFS site byat least fourfold. PID ¶ G.14, atzTResnikoff Post Tr. 12,349 at 6.

Finally, the Board's legal conclusion is also contrary to Holtec's certificate of compliance for the HI-

22This issue is presented in Refs. 1; 3; 13 at section E (PID at 24); 19; 29; 35; 37; 38 at ¶¶ 544-585; 39
at 119-133; 45; 48; and 50.
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STORM 100 cask which is supported by an analysis using 8,760 hours per year for the exposure

duration rather than the 2,000 hours per year accepted by the Board for accident conditions at the

PFS site. PID j¶ G.13, G.15.

The Conmission should accept review of the Board's erroneous precedent-setting legal

conclusion. The issue involves a substantial question of law and policy. Significantly, the Board's

erroneous legal conclusion, resting upon unreliable hearing testimony, creates a legal standard that

eviscerates any conservatism in the accident dose standard and sets a precedent for future litigation

in this proceeding. As the Conmission is aware, the PFS site is located directly under the flight path

used extensively by U.S. Air Force fighter planes for access to and from the Utah Test and Training

Range. The one remaining issue before the Board is the radiation dose consequences of an F- 16

aircraft crashing into the PFS facility. Therefore, the Board's undifferentiated treatment of the

exposure time for accident conditions and normal operations will be at issue in that proceeding - a

proceeding that involves health, safety and common defense and security.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the State urges the Comnission to accept review of these

important legal, discretionary and policyquestions and to set a briefing schedule on all three issues.

DATED this ith dayof June, 2003.

Res etfully submitted,

D*se Chancellor, Fred G Nelson,Assistant Attomeys General
Jim Soper, Laura Lockhart, Assistant Attorneys General
Connie Nakahara, Diane Curran, Special Assistant Attorneys General
Attorneys for State of Utah, Utah Attorney General's Office
160 East 300 South, 5th Floor, P.O. Box 140873
Salt Lake Cty, UT 84114-0873
Telephone: (801) 366-0286, Fax: (801) 366-0292
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APPENDIX

In the Matter of Private Fuel Storage L.L.C., Docket No. 72-22-ISFSI

RECORD REFERENCES RELATING TO STATE-RAISED
ISSUES IN CONTENTION UTAH L/QQ (Geotechnical)

Contention Filing/Contention Admission Stage:

1. State cf Utah's Cartim on the Cor taion and Oeratig LimeAplakm byPizate Fuel
Storag, LL Cfor an Indpe; Spn Fuel Storage Faalty (November 23, 1997) at 80-95 (Utah
L').

2. State' Moin RapirigAppliaut toApplyfirRude Waier Under 10 CFR S 2.758(b) or in the
A lotmAneAnvrhwn to Utah ConentiL (April 30, 1999) and all attachments thereto, filed
after PFS's April 2, 1999 Request for Exemption to 10 CFR 72.102(f)(1), Seismic Design
Requirement.

3. State Cf Utahs ReestforA dssion cfLate-filedMciatin to Basis 2 cf Utah Ctetion L
(anuary 26, 2000) and all attachments thereto, filed after Staff's issuance of its December
1999 Safety Evaluation Report ("SER").

4. State cf Utah's Reply toApplir's and NRC StfsRespomes to Late-filed Basesfr Utah Cagnon
L (February 22, 2000).

5. State Cf Utab's RejuestforA dns ion CfLate-fiedMadfiaion to Basis 2 Cf Coatention Utah L
(November 9, 2000) and all attachments thereto, filed after Staff's September 2000 SER, in
which the Staff recommended granting PFS's exemption request.

6. State cf Utab' Bief on the Conission s Reziew fApplicant Seisnic Exe ptien Raluest and
AdisionCfAnmwnri to Con m UtabL (Gixahica) (March 2, 2001), as certified to the
Commission by LBP-01-03, 53 NRC 84 (anuary31, 2001).

7. State Cf Utah's Reply Brief n the C2mission's ReiewcfApplizant's SeisnicExenption Request and
A dnsisn ofA nmbnt to CGon Utah L (GeowdhiJ (March 12, 2001).

8. State Cf Utah's Rapestfor Pemnssin to File Late Fild G nial Ccnentiom Win 7hit Day Cf
Ret of Gicatim Szqipoia imeAnrnnt (April 23, 2001).

9. State Cf Utah ReuestforA dssion CfLatefiled Cati Utah QQ(Seisnic Stabdity) (May 16,
2001) and all attachments thereto.

10. State Cf Utah R&mest toM the Bases fLat.led Cotation Utah QQ in Re e to Fwxhr

'Original Contention Utah L does not include seismic exemption (filed as Modification to
Basis 2, Utah L and denominated bythe Board in its June 15, 2001 Order as Utah L ¶ B) or the later
filed Contention Utah QQ.



RezisedCaldatiomfitvntApplic aune 19,2001) and all attachments thereto.

11. State qf Utah O Sew?lReluest toM 'dxheBases fLate-filedCctoii Utah QQ in Reponse to
MoreRedsed C iisflmtheAppliant (August 23,2001) and all attachments thereto.

12. State q Utah's Mction to St7ike Exhibit 1 toApplzanrs Repe to State ef Utah's SemndRquest to
Mod4yte Bases fLat a-filed Cw tiCn Utah QQ(Septenber 12, 2001).

13. Jint Subnital fUnified Gucaxial C nian Utah L and Utah QQ (anuary 16, 2002).

14. Joint Sau ofnFaas and Issues Ncti Dispue ith Respe to Urfied Coro Utab L/QQ
(Gftna) anuary31, 2002).

Sunmiaiy Disposition

15. State cf Utahs Response toApplfant' Micn for SunmrjyDipsjition efUtah Cnetimn L and all
attachments thereto anuary30, 2001).

16. Ste of Utah's Repy to NRC Stfs Rosp e toAppliat MoimforSwrmryDDis6ithon fUtah
CortioL (Gnvbnia) (February9, 2001).

17. Ste cf Utah's Re"se to Applia's Motion to Sthike Poisn fSe jfUtab's Response to
Appliant's Mcezonfor Sw?myDiDfp6tim f Utah Catntion L (February 20, 2001).

18. State cf Utah's Motionfor an Opponwiy to Suptnn is Response toApplian's Mtisfor Su?my
Dispcsitin or in the A ltemtie Mctionfor Exteion of Turn to Respond to Swy Di itimo
(November 13, 2001).

19. Statecf Utah's Response and Oppsitin toApplicant's Motonfor SwmryiD iton fPa7t B cf
Ut,h ContenioL (December 7, 2001) and all attachments thereto.

20. Stte jrUtah's SRppntRaense and Cppcsition toAppliat's MotionforSwnzryDispaition f
Pa,tB f Utah ContionL (December 21, 2001).

Hearing

21. Ste cf Utah's Pnfiled Testiny on Unifia Ctveion Utah L/QQ - Gecahia Key Deermtin
anr zexhibit list (April 1, 2002).

22. State ef Utab Testnvy cfBany Sdoln on Unfid Catio Utah L/QQ - Genial (Ge c
Settii) dated April 1, 2002 and as revised May 16,2002, Post Tr. 8,965.

23. State cf Utah Testiny f Dr. Steen F. Bandt cn Unifd Caenion Utah L/QQ (Sils
Cbaraeaii dated April 1, 2002 and as corrected June 20,2002, Post Tr. 11,822.

24. State qfUtah Testvyg frD Stewn F. Banlt andDr. Jarrs K Mitll on Unified Cantion Utah
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L/QQ(Soil Onn) (April 1,2002), Post Tr. 11,033.

25. Sae cf Utah Theny cf Dr. Sten F. Badett and Dr. Fa," Ostadan on Uniied Carion Utah
L/QQ (DynicA nirees) dated April 1,2002, as corrected, and revised April 26,2002 per
Board Ruling of April 25, 2002, Post Tr.7,268.

26. Statef Utab Ttvby4Dr. Mbsin R. Man andDr. FaangOtadan Uifi Canti Utah
L/QQ (Csk Stabity) dated April 1, 2002, as corrected May7, 2002, along withA meer9to
Stat Tfn?ry CDr MdzR R Kan and Dr. Fahni atadm on Unified Cntenion Utah L/QQ
PatD (Cask Stabilit, originally filed April 1, 2002 as proprietary, but not considered
proprietaryas represented byPFS during the hearing (Tr. 7,118), Post Tr. 7,123.

27. State cf Utah Teivimry f Dr. Wakerj. A rassz R%indT Ufied Con Utah L/QQ(Seisnzc
Expoi (April 1, 2002), Post Tr. 9,098.

28. State f Utah Testinmy cfDr. Steze Banlat ardR Fahag Chad= on Unfid C mion Utah
L/QQ PantE (La& CfLDeign Oaneruwisn) dated April 1, 2002, as corrected and revised June
5, 2002, Post Tr.12,776.

29. Sta Cf Utab TesinycfDr. MarzinResnikcff n Uruid Catir Uth L/QQ(Seisnic
Exenption- DoseExpo6u) dated April 1, 2002, as amended June 21, 2002, Post Tr. 12,349.

30. State f Utah Pania Sumbal Tesunvny fDr. Stemn F. Banltt oRebuttl Testimiy cfPaulJ.
Tmda on Unfi Cn Utzh L/QQ(D)mnicA mbses) une 18, 2002), Post Tr. 11,306.

31. Swntal f Dr. Stewn Ba?t to PFS Wtns Pas Trud's Rebtal Tes&y on Seain C of
Unfied Canion Utah L/QQ (une 21, 2002), Post Tr. 11,982.

32. State f Utah's Mein in Lmin to Exdsde Ponia cfNRCStafs Pnfiled Testny fL uk &
Guanwi Waters; and Stamstakcs, McC7nn & Cxn (Ufid Conrti Utah L/QQ) (April 15,
2002).

33. State f Utah's Mctin in Lnne to StikeAppliart's PwflDirat Testnny (Unified Conn
Utah L/Q2) (April 15,2002).

34. State cf Uth's Respwein Opcitn to the NRC Stfs M on inL 4mn to Exdude Exhibits a
Po,tzs CfPf Testy fDr ManrinResniMkff C Unfid Contn Utah L/QQ
(Gxeca) (April 22, 2002).

35. State f Utah's Rep e to PFS's Maios to Sie PPai Cf the Sparate Test y WKlan, atadan
andResiff(April 22,2002).

36. Letter from State counsel to Board re errata to State Cf Utah's Respome in Oppitim to the NRC
Stafs Moei in L inn to Exde Exhits and Pam CfPTqU Testumy ef Dr. Main Resikff
Cwmi~ Unfi Crtztin Utah L /QQ(Geaania), with replacement pages 8 and 9 (April
23, 2002).
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37. Transcript from evidentiary hearings conducted April/May/June 2002 regarding U tah
L/QQ (Tr. 5206-5349; 5484-8348; 8958-12989) and all adrnitted exhibits.

a. State Exhibits 91-106; 108-110; 112-132; 134-143; 168-171; 173-175; 178-179; 181;
183-185; 188-199; 201-204; 206; 208-216; 218-219;

b. PFS Exhibits LL-JJJ; 84-85; 86B-86D; 88-89; 92; 94; 102A; 222-225B; 225D-228A;
230-244; 247-248;

c. NRC Staff Exhibits C, E, P, Q, S-X a3VV, XX-ZZ; 53; 55-60; 62-64.

38. Stae qt Utahs Pm p Fins cfFact and Csoniis jLawon Urfe Cantei Utah L/QQ
(September 5, 2002).

39. State jUta's Reply to PredFrg cfFaa and Ccnusias cfLawfdx Applicart and NR C
Staffon Unfe Crtztin Utah L/QQ (October 16; 2002).

40. Enrata to State fUtah's Reply to PhtasadFiF cFact and Ccvzlom cfLawcf dxAppliamt and
NRCStaff n Unifd Cnte Utah L/QQ (October 25, 2002).

41. Pr eaJair Coriz to th Tramcnptfor tx E vdaiyHa=g on Unified Core Utah
L/QQ (November 16, 2002).

Decisions by the Board or the Commission on Utah L/QQ

42. LBP-98-7, 47 NRC 142, 191, 253 (April 22, 1998) admitted Contention Utah L.

43. LBP-99-21, 49 NRC 431 (May26, 1999) denied State's motion for rule waiver under 10
CF.R 2.785(b) (exemption request does not bear on Utah L), and denied State's request to
amend Contention Utah L.

44. LBP-00-15, 51 NRC 313 une 1, 2000) denied State's motion to modifybasis 2 of Utah L
(proposed modification is not ripe absent favorable Staff ruling on exemption request).

45. LBP-01-03, 53 NRC 84 anuary31, 2001) ruled on the admissibility of Late-Filed
Modification of Contention Utah L Basis 2, referred its rulings to the Commission.

46. CLI-01-06, 53 NRC 111 (Februarv 14,2001) granted review and set briefing schedule.

47. MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Schedule for Late-Filed Submissions Regarding License
Application Amendment and Page Limit Extension) (April 26,2001) allowed submission of
contentions re probabilistic seismic hazard analysis; CIB design changes, including use of
soil cement, or revisions to storage pad analyses, soils analyses, soil-cement design
calculations/analses, and Holtec site-specific cask analyses; requested the inclusion of a
discussion the impact, if any, of the admission of any late-filed contention on the matters
currently pending before the Board in connection with the PFS dispositive motion on
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contention Utah L, Part A.

48. CI-01- 12,53 NRC 459 June 14,2001) affirmed the Board's decision, LBP-01-03, on
State's seismic exemption contentions and remanded admitted portions of Modified Utah L
for further proceedings.

49. LBP-01-39, 54 NRC 497 (December 26, 2001) denied in toto PFS's motion for summary
disposition of Utah L Part A and admitted Contention Utah QQ.

50. LBP-02-01, 55 NRC 11 denied PFS's motion for summarydisposition of Utah L Part B
(anuary9, 2002).

51. Order (December 11,2002) approving joint proposed transcript correction and ruling on
admission of testimony and outstanding exhibits from hearing on Contention Utah L/QQ.

52. LBP-03-08, _ NRC (y22,2003): Partial Initial Decision (Regarding Geotechnical
Issues).
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